Campaigns
The WI and saving the environment
The WI is active in protecting our environment: caring about our world, the things we love and
saving it for future generations and there are current campaigns being run that we can share in.
Our activity around environmental issues at a personal and institute level can make a difference but
it’s important that we share it and talk about it.
As this is our February edition of HFWIN here’s a reminder about “Show the Love” ...where in
recognition of Valentine’s Day the WI has joined with The Climate Coalition to wear / show a green
heart to tell others and particularly those in power such as MPs that tackling the climate crisis is a
fight that unites us.
Climate change doesn’t care about our differences, so the Green Hearts unite us and enable us to
identify what we love about our world and protect it from climate change.
The last year of lockdowns has made us more aware of the beauty of nature around us ...what there
is to treasure and how valuable it is to our mental health

There are lots of ideas on making green hearts on MyWI website .... we’d love to hear about what
you and your WI has done this year for Show the Love.
Another WI campaign aimed at saving our environment is about taking action on microfibres. It is
entitled “End Plastic Soup”. Microplastic fibres are small (5mm or smaller) They are plastic
fragments shed from synthetic clothes when washed. As the fragments are too small to be caught by
the machine’s filters, they then flow into the sewage system and eventually into the ocean, where
those fibres are often swallowed or absorbed by plants and fish, filling up their stomachs and in
some cases causing them to die.
The scale of the problem is large, as millions of people wash their clothes every week. These fibres
can also end up in the food we eat – the long-term effects of which are not yet clear.
Through this campaign, The WI is involved on the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on
microplastics which works to raise awareness of the effect microplastics have on the environment.
The group works with interested stakeholders to discuss potential policy solutions to the problem of
microplastics and microfibres.

It is this kind of involvement at a national level that raises the profile of our campaigns and can
affect change.
In September this APPG group published its first report which contained a series of holistic
recommendations designed to eliminate the release of microplastic fibres from clothing into British
waters.
Key recommendations include the fitting of microfibre filters in all new domestic and commercial
washing machines from 2025 and the appointment of a designated “Minister for Plastics Pollution
“who would have a clear remit for the control and prevention of plastic pollution.

.
Here is Ann Jones, NFWI Chair with Alberto Costa MP, Chair of the APPG on Microplastics.
The most recent meeting of the APPG on Microplastics was on December 13 th where the group
agreed to continue its focus on getting microplastic fibre capture filters into washing machines. They
will use parliamentary mechanisms to raise awareness of the need for microplastic fibre capture
filters in washing machines and outlined the APPG on Microplastic’s plans to table for a Westminster
Hall debate in early 2022.
They will also assess the release of microplastics from wet wipes, and from period products. There is
also a current Government consultation on banning wet wipes as they are environmentally harmful.
The effect of usage of wet wipes, period products and continence management products are a
relevant area the WI could campaign around.
At a recent virtual coffee morning I attended with the public affairs committee it was made clear
that WI activity on campaigns is driven by us as members.
Evidence of ongoing activity by us and progress with achievement of campaign objectives is a key
factor in keeping campaigns alive and it is vital that we feedback our involvement in local and
national campaigns to NFWI.

Many WIs are taking action around climate change, pollution and waste reduction but we should
publicise and talk about it and be proud of what we are achieving.
NFWI involvement at the COP 26 summit was made more powerful by the evidence of member
engagement that we showed to the world.
Please let us know what your institutes are actively doing to support the various WI campaigns or
feed them back to the NFWI Public affairs.
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